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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Tuesday, December 2,1986

Review board
to investigate
Iran arms sale

BG News/Dave Klelmeyer
Stringing in the holidays
Bowling "Green firefighters Tom Mauk and Steve Meredith string Christmas lights along the front of the fire station on the
corner of Thurstin Avenue and Court Street. The firefighters adorned the station with approximately 1,000 lights in preparation for the
holiday season.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan ordered his National
Security Council staff yesterday not to conduct diplomatic, military
or intelligence operations while a review board investigates the
agency's role in the secret sale of arms to Iran and the diversion of
profits to Nicaraguan rebels.
Asserting that "I want all the facts to come out." the president
also said he would welcome appointment of a special prosecutor if
recommended by the Justice Department to investigate possible
wrongdoing.
And he reiterated that he had known nothing about the secret
transfer of up to $30 million to the Nicaraguan rebels, known as
Contras. In a statement to his press spokesman in response to
rations from reporters, Reagan said: You can tell them flat out
11 had no knowledge whatsoever of it until (Attorney General)
Ed Meese briefed me on it Monday afternoon" - Nov. 24.
Gripped in the gravest crisis of his adininistration, Reagan met
with a three-member review board headed by former Republican
Sen. John Tower of Texas charged with the task of investigating NSC
staff operations.
Meanwhile, the Senate Intelligence Committee went behind closed
doors to begin its own investigation of the Iran-Contra affair.
A COMMITTEE member, Sen. Thomas Eagleton, D-Mo., said
former national security adviser Robert McFariane testified under
oath during the afternoon. Earlier, the panel's incoming chairman,
Sen. David Boren, D-Okla., told reporters, "I have not been
surprised so far by what I've heard" from witnesses.
White House spokesman Larry Speakes said the adminis□ See Investigation, page 5.

University employee dies Teacher dies of cancer
Man drowns while fishing on Maumee River
R. Lynn Orwick, 215 E. Reed St., a data processing manager for University Computer Services, died Tuesday while fishing In the Maumee
River. He was 44.
Dr. Roger Peatee, Wood County coroner, ruled
Friday that Orwick's death was accidental.
Orwick's body was found Wednesday in the
Maumee River near Perrysburg, about 100 yards
downstream from the boat launch area where his
van and boat trailer were parked. The trailer had
been backed into the water.
Maumee police found his boat unattended on the
north side of the river Tuesday night
Orwick worked for Computer Services for nine
years, holding several management positions,
Richard Conrad, director of computer services
and telecommunications, said.
He was put in charge of the University's telecommunications system when control of the system was transferred to Computer Services.
Before that, he was operations manager for ad-

ministrative computer services, Conrad said.
An avid fisherman, Orwick fished the Maumee
and Lake Erie with neighbors and co-workers in
computer services, Conrad said.
"HE LIVED for fishing. It was his best hobby,"
said his wife, Betty Orwick, adding that be designed fishing rods and made his own lures.
The flshiiui trip Tuesday was to be the last one of
the season, Mrs. Orwick said. He had winterized
his boat, a 22-foot Sylvan, and wanted to put it in
the water one last time to make sure it was safe
for the water.
"It was the last time this year, and it was such a
beautiful day, he said he was going to try to put a
line in the water," she said.
Orwick is survived by his wife, daughters Sherri
and Vickl parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Orwick,
pandmother Mrs. Amanda Orwick, and three
brothers.
Services were Saturday in Grace Brethren
Church, 121 S. Enterprise St, and the family
requests any contributions be made to the church.

Candidates seek
services position
by Mefttsa McGflUvray
staff reporter

Open forums Wednesday and
Thursday will allow students,
faculty and staff to learn more
about the two candidates for the
of coordinator of handI services and equal op' specialist.
lates for the post are
Roger Holmes and Robert CunnlftfTmn
Susan Caldwell, director of
administrative staff and personnel services, said the candidates
will be asked to make opening
statements about their backgrounds and their views of handicapped services on college
After the candidates'
statements, the forums will be
open for questions from the pubThe forum for Holmes will be
Dec. 3, from 2 p.m. to 3 psa. In
the McFall Assembly Room.
The forum for Cunningham will
be Dec. 4. from9:30 ajn. to 10:30
am., also in the Assembly
Room.
A committee screened candidates and selected the two finalists. Candidates were
required to have a master's degree In either rehabilitation
counseling, college student personnel, education administration, or a related field and three

years experience working with
disabled persons.
Susan Crawford, director of
the training program for contineducation, is now serving
as interim affirmative action
director. She will make the final
selection from the two candidates, said Phil Mason, executive assistant to University
President Psui Olscamp.
THE COORDINATOR for
handicapped services and equal
opportunity specialist answers
to the affirmative action director, Caldwell said. The search
for a permanent affirmative action director Is still under way,
she said.
The search for a permanent
affirmative action director was
suspended in October after Faculty Senate members expressed
their doubts that the original
search committee, which recommended two candidates for
the position, represented •
broad enough range of minority
interests, particularly women
and black faculty members.
Genevteve Sang, Faculty
Senate secretary, mid she received • notice last week concerning the forums.
Stang said ate does not know
whether Faculty Senate will also
be opposed to the process of
choosing the coordinator for
handicapped services and equal
opportunity specialist.

Shirley Langham-Johnson, of
812 StandJah Drive, an assistant
professor of Educational Foundations and Inquiry, died after a
long bout with cancer Nov. 24 in
Wood County Hospital. She was
56.
Langham-Johnson. a specialist in early-childhood education,
Joined the EDFI faculty in 1961
after teaching for a year at
Miami University in Oxford.
"She was
really our expert in the
area of Montessori education and
early-childhood educa- Langham-Johnson
tion," Robert
Reed, EDFI department chairman, said.

"She was really our expert in the area of
Montessori education and early-childhood education."
- Robert Reed, EDFI department .chairman
Montessori is a special technique for teaching preschool
children.
Much of Langham-Johnson's
research was in the area ofprekindergarten teaching, Reed
said. She taught educational
psychology courses to undergraduate students.
Langham-Johnson also did research on the psychology of romantic love.
She was a member of Phi
Delta Kappa, Single Professional Parents, the American
Montessori Society and the
American Association of Retired Persons.
A 1952 B.F.A. graduate of the
University of Illinois at Urbana,

she went on to earn her master's
and doctorate degrees from the
Urbana campus, earning her
doctorate in educational psychology in I960.
SHE WAS AWARDED tenure in
the University's EDFI department last spring.
A memorial service will be
held in the next few weeks in
Prout Chapel. Memorial contributions may be made to the
Hospice of Wood County, the
Wood County Unit of the American Cancer Society or Single
Professional Parents.
She has two sons, Jay and
Ross, both in their 20s.
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Give us the facts
The American people learned last week that
the United States had sent $30 million to
contra rebels in Nicaragua through U.S. arms sales
to Iran.
Everyone wants to know the facts. And now that
we have been teased with the skeleton of the story,
we need to know them.
Bits and pieces of information have been released ever since the first alarming story. We have
heard who was involved, who was fired and who
has resigned. And we have heard that officials
related to the transactions may have shredded
evidence that could incriminate others.
The facts that America needs will never be
revealed unless President Reagan appoints an
outside investigator to the case and calls a special
session of Congress to initiate a seperate Congressional inquiry similar to the one conducted for the
Watergate scandal.
Reagan says the proposal to call the special
session, made by Senate Republican leader Robert
Dole, is "under discussion.
We suggest that he step up those discussions.
Many people claim Reagan, or top-level members of his staff, knew about the arms sales and the
shipping of money to the contras. Some are claiming this incident will be bigger than Watergate,
when President Nixon resigned.
Lt. Col. Oliver North already has been fired
because of his involvement and National Security
Adviser John Poindexter has resigned. If investigations reveal people higher up in the White House
knew about the dealings, it could, indeed, be the
country's biggest scandal since Watergate.
But whether this really is a Watergate-style
scandal or not, President Reagan must be worried
that so many Americans are talking about it - and
formulating their own opinions.
Only with facts - facts that either clear or convict the administration - will the truth be told and
the issue closed.
An investigation by a non-partisan, congressional
panel with the power to subpoena members of the
administration and question them under oath is the
only way to get the fine story.
Reagan says he wants the facts to be known. We
suggest he proves it by assembling Congress so the
investigation can begin immediately.

Birth control: love, Edison style
by Scott Munn
Very recently. Dr. Steven
Kaali came up with a birth control device which is really quite
novel. The device creates alowlevel electrical field (3.3 volts
worth) across the cervix. Said
electrical field dispenses of nosy
sperm quite adequately, thank
you; it blocks them from their
objective, and then kills them.
Sort of an intra-body Star Wars
without the lasers.
Now, this is all quite modern
and fascinating and gee-whiz
and everything. I can't envision
anybody objecting save competing birth control manufacturers,
or perhaps the Pope, who
doesn't seem particularly concerned about the population explosion.
So far the method has only
been tested on baboons, a reasonable facsimile to homo sapiens if there ever was one.
I don't know if baboons have
an active imagination or not, but
the first woman to sport this
unique contraption may very
well find herself with an uneasy
partner.
Their possible conversation,
in a one-act play:

This article is in response to
the letter in The BG News concerning Bruce Springsteen
(11/19/86). First of all, l7m not
criticizing Robert Pellegrino's
interpretation of Springsteen's
"dog-in-heat version of music"
because everyone is entitled to
his or her own opinion. Therefore, I feel it is my duty as a
loyal Springsteen fan to come to
his defense.
Pellegrino stated that
Springsteen is "unavoidable." I
find this hard to believe because
if Pellegrino does not wish to
listen to or see Springsteen, then
all he has to do is turn the radio
or television channel. Right?
Pellegrino also stated that Elvis and The Beatles got where
they were because they were
"unique and talented." But yet,
isn't everyone, including
Springsteen, unique and talented in his or her own way?
Why then should someone be
criticized for just being himself,
as Springsteen and the rest of us
are Drying to do?
Furthermore, if Springsteen is
not a leader, why do so many
people follow his music and respect him as an American symbol? If his music is classified as
a "redundant sound effect," as
Pellegrino so creatively stated,
why are so many of his records

and albums at the top of the
charts for long periods of time?
To reiterate, I would like to
say that I am not criticizing
Pellegrino's letter, as everyone
has right to his own opinion, and
I respect that. I just felt I should
defend Mr. Springsteen as his
music has meaning to me and
many others. I am proud to have
been "Born in the U.S.A." and
even more proud to call
Springsteen an American music
hero.
Bev Davidson
234 Batcbelder

Public made Bruce
popular, prosperous
In response to Robert Pellegrino's column "Bruce not
American music symbol," I
would suggest that the occasional piece of apple pie that you
;at has been sour.
It was not the intention of
Bruce Springsteen to become
labeled as an American music
symbol; the fact is that many
Americans envision this in him.
Bruce's popularity lies in his
middle-class background; working class heroes are hard to
come by in rock - middle America has found one of their own
who proudly proclaims where
his roots are. Bruce's songs are
like stories set to music, peopled
by Vietnam veterans, the unemployed, factory workers, cops,
and convicts, each a microcosm
of life in the United States.

Him: (Feeling decidedly poetic.) Your eyes are like shimmering pools of liquid
moonlight. Your skin is delicate
and waxlike. I can sense a burning from within. Are you ill?
Her: (In a stage or abandonment.) Your hair is the finest
barbed-wire. Your arms so muscular and tattooed. No, I am not
ill. Take me!
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Believe or not, Pellegrino,
many people appreciate Bruce
for more than his "dog in heat"
music, as you so poorly stated.
To many he is a good role model.
He doesn't smoke or use drugs,
isn't a heavy drinker (although
be is seen with an occasional
Bud in his hand), doesn't trash
hotel rooms, urinate on stage, or
blow bis guitar up like various
performers of questionable
taste. Bruce doesn't look as if he
borrowed his wife's clothes and
kids will not come home with
blue lipstick on trying to emulate the Boss. People, mainly
parents, appreciate this.
Pellegrino is badly misguided
in thinking that Bruce is a businessman out to make a quick
buck. Sure he's a millionaire
many times over, but be still
acts like the ordinary Joe from
Freehold, New Jersey. Pellegrino should become more
aware of Bruce's endless large
donations to local charity and
community groups, and food
banks that help the homeless. If
Bruce were such a quick-buck
businessman he would have
taken the $12,000,000 that Lee
Iacocca offered him to use
"Born in the USA" for a Chrysler commercial.
It's too bad that Pellegrino
finds Bruce so irritating, talentlacking, and hazardous to our
health. Nobody has "forced"
you to respect Bruce (I find it
hard to believe you respect the
flag) but if you can't see even a

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.

THE BG NEWS

Him .Yea, neat. Now, where
was I? Oh, yes. Your kisses are
the sweetest nectar, your nose Her: Goon, goon!
Him: Electric, did you say?
Her: Yes, yes. electric. Now
about my nose Him: Electric as in amperes
and volts?
Her: I suppose.
Him: Down there?
Her: Where else?
Him: I don't know about this.
Her: Oh, don't be silly. It can't
hurt you. My doctor said it has
only half the charge as a little
bitty watch battery. Now, about
my noseHim: Well, O.K. (Attempts to
get back into the spirit of
things.) Your nose is the finest
porcelain, your Her: Go on, go on!
Him: What if it short-circuits?
Her: My nose?
Him: No, no. That thing
you're using. What if it shortcircuits while I'm-well, you
know.
Her: I suppose you'U get the
charge of your life.

Hun: That's not very funny.
Her: Oh, please stop worrying! It's harmless, really. It was
tested on baboons.
Him: That's a comforting
thought.
Her:It was also tested on humans. Nobody got shocked.
Him: (Not convinced.)
There's always a first time.
Her: Do you think the Food
and Drug Administration would
lietousT
Him: It's a government
agency, isn't it?
Her: Well, yes...
Him: I think maybe I'll just
run to the drug store.
Her: Never mind. I feel a
headache coming on, anyway.
As you can see, the consequences might be dire.
It's like flying: you know it's
safer than driving a car, but just
the thought of being 35,000 feet in
the air...
Munn. a freshman undecided
major from Tiffin, is a columnist for The News.

The time: The near future.
The setting: A bedroom somewhere. Or perhaps under a
kitchen table. It doesn't really
matter.

Letters
Bruce's talent
uniquely American

Him: Take you where?
Her: To oblivion and beyond!
Him: Uh, sure. O.K. I know
this is kind of an awkward time
to bring this up, but the drug
store was dosed. Are you, urn,
protected? Oblivion has its
price.
Her. You're in luck.
Him: Oh, good.
Half a minute passes. Her
attention is apparently elsewhere.
Her: Well, aren't you interested in what I'm using?
Him: Of course I'm interested, darling. Tell me. Later.
Her: My mother always told
me to never put off for later
what you can do now.
Him: Ummmm. Your mother.
(Sighs) Well, you might as well
telTme, now.
Her: It's new. It runs on batteries.
Him. No kidding.
Her: No kidding. My doctor
said that it makes an electrical
field which kills your - well, you
know - very conveniently. Neat,
huh?

Letters to the editor should
be a maiimum of 200-300
words in length and should be
typewritten, double-spaced,
and signed. Address or OCMB
number, and telephone number, must be included, although telephone numbers
will not be published.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spaced. University students writing columns
must provide class rank, major and hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material
that is offensive, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are
subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
IW West Hall

W€H*JVU*U4LMGaiC&

trace of American symbolism in
Springsteen's music - perhaps
you should stick to your Menudo
albums.
Richard W. RUey
O.C.M.B. #4530

Springsteen critic
naive, annoying
In regards to Robert Pellegrino's letter of Nov. 19, Bruce
Springsteen is not an American
symbol. He is not part of any
royal family. He is by no means
the epitome of American music.
He is, however, avoidable. We
refuse to believe that you are a
helpless victim swept away by
the mindless trend of popular
music. You are obviously a victim of yourself.
You assume that the profit
motives of the music industry
are those of the artist, when in
fact the public determines what
artists and to what extent they
are marketed. It is obvious you
are the follower, not
Springsteen.
Your totally subjective conviction of a man and his work
you obviously know little about
reveal the naivete you share
with the same public that transformed Springsteen into a business commodity.
This overshadows the artist
and musician that he is, like him
or not. Next time you hear
Springsteen on the radio either

listen to what he has to say or
exercise your basic freedom and
change the station. Your noble
suffering is as irritable to many
as Springsteen may be to you.
AlCheverine
Tom Mulloy
tH Rogers

Lyrics, music reveal
sophisticated talent
Regarding Robert Pellegrino's Tetter in the November 19
issue of the BG News - Mr. Pelgo, I understand your
abut being tired of Bruce
It does seem as
_ i every time I turn on the
radio or pick up a magazine I
bear or see something concerning Bruce. Such is the effect of
the media we live with. When
something is as hot as Bruce
Springsteen is right now it's
hard to get away from it.
Where I take exception to your
letter, Mr. Pellegrino, is in the
second half of it. Bruce
Springsteen is as much American music today as REM or Run
DMC is. They and many others
all combine to form what American music is today just as Elvis
and the Beatles and many others
did in their day.
As for saying that Bruce debatedly has no talent and that
"he is not a leader but a follower, not a musician but a
redundant sound effect. If any-

Berke Breathed
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thing Bruce is a businessman
who snows how to make a quick
buck..." is to show blind ignorance. Admittedly, Bruce
doesn't have the greatest voice
in the world but then again, no
knowledgeable person ever said
he did.
Where Bruce's talent, or lack
of it according to you, lies is in
his lyrics and music. Not even
talented Elvis wrote his own
music or lyrics. To seriously
want to debate the Bruce has no
talent is to tell me that you have
never listened to Bruce. You
seem to be one of those people
who know "Born in the USA"
and "Born to Run" and are
ready to judge the rest of his
music.
A quick quiz for you, Mr. Pellegrino. Do you know now many
albums Bruce Springsteen has
released? When somebody says
to you the Wild, The Innocent,
and The E Street Shuffle, do you
think it is the new movie playing? Finally, have you ever
really sat down and listened to
all of Bruce's music and think
about the words instead of instantly getting negative as soon
as anybody mentions the name
Bruce Springsteen?
U you have and could still
write a letter such as the one
that was published November
19, then maybe Bruce's music is
just too sophisticated for you to
appreciate.
JimPetrie
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Actor's work a compulsion

CISG to sponsor
book buy-back

by Jared O. Wadley
copy editor

For some, the name J.A. Preston wouldn't ring a bell unless
his television, film and stage
credits were mentioned.
Preston, one of the speakers at
the University's Third Annual
Conference on Ethnic Studies,
said a lot of people stop him on
the street, and say they have
seen him - but they don't know
where.

by Suun McDonald
staff reporter
Plans were tentatively made for the student book buy-back
system at the Undergraduate Student Government's meeting
held last night in Off enhauer East's lounge.
The student-run bookstore is tentatively scheduled to be
implemented at the end of next semester. USG will act as a
middleman to match up students who want to sell and buy
books.
Vice president Jeff Slater said the USG Book Referral
Committee is currently discussing plans for a form to be
placed in The BG News so that students can list the books they
want to sell. The form, which is expected to be in the
newspaper at the end of this semester or the first week of the
spring semester, can be turned in at the USG office so USG
members can compile a list of books to be sold at the end of the
semester.
Slater said several problems have to be discussed by the
committee before the system can be set up.
"The inherent problem is students want immediate money
(for their books). We don't have the funds to immediately
award them," Slater said.
He said another problem is students who might turn in a
form, but go ahead and immediately sell them back to the
University bookstore or other local bookstores.
Slater also said risks exist with books that are turned over to
USG to sell, but are not sold, or books lost by the student during
the semester, which cannot be replaced with University
money.
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PRESTON MET Patrick
Duffy, who plays Bobby Ewing,
when Duffy directed the scenes
in which he appeared. The other
cast members were scheduled to
be on the set at 11 a.m., but his
scenes with Hagman were completed before then, Preston said.
He has been in several films
including "Remo Williams: The
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PRESTON SAID he didn't
know when he first wanted to be
an actor; it became a compulsion with him when he worked
for the Federal Aviation Association as a pilot. He took several sick leaves to go to acting
classes in New York City.
Preston said he left his job so
that he could perform in plays.
He worked in community theater in Washington, D.C. for
groups who needed local talent
to fill openings.
"I had no idea that acting was
absorbing. It is a way of life, and
for one to get in this business,
there has to be a compulsion in
order to survive," be said.
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Dec. 6

r Headaches
Driving You
CRAZY?
Dr. Robert Hazelrigg
will speak on
Headache Awareness cr-il
and Treatment pRt™
Wed. Dec. 3 12-lpm
in the Off Campus Student
•
Center

Fraakeamutb, Mich.
Trip
Cost: $8.00

i 500 off j 50C off

Dec. 7

Spot's Special
Italian Hoagie

Franklin Park/
Soutbwyck
• Cost: $4.00

Dec. 13

Expires 12/19/86

Fairlane Mall
Trip
Cost: $6.50
Sign-up in the
UAO Office
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SHORTS
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15 STRDHSl

THURSDAY

Expires 12/19/86

OFFERS NAIL SERVICES
• Sculptured Nails
• Nail Coating
• Manicures
• Nail Repairs
• Gelec Nails & Coatings

20% off

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

W*

ACES &
EIGHTSO

• Double Steak &
• Cheese Sandwich

(HAIR GALUEPV)

419-352-9951

TUESDAY

00

"Spend your time looking instead of learning - now is the
time to get what you can," he
said. "Make people give it (opportunities) to you by letting
them know you want it."

sign-up in the Buckeye Room\

210 N. MAIN

SUNDAY

r
i

J40J!€!
UAO BOWLING TOURNAMENT

POWARD'S
JL.

First Adventure," "Body Heat"
and "White Lions."
Preston also has performed in
stage productions such as
"Freeman" and "Black Visions."
Preston enjoys film and stage
because he said television is a
meal ticket that depends on
craft rather than art.
But his talents don't stop at
acting. He has directed several plays, and was a director-inresidence at the University in
1971.
As an actor, Preston has
worked with many actors and
actresses, of whom his favorites
are Tom Selleck, William Hurt,
Stacy Keach, Bill Cobbs and
Marcia Mason.
He said young actors should
remember that college degrees

TRIP STUFF

Dec. 3

in front
\ of the Union}

,o„ -

able to live with himself.
"Whatever you do in film is
forever. Future generations will
be able to see it, and I didn't
want to do something that I
didn't respect," he said.
Preston recently finished
filming the sixth episode of the
current season of Dallas." He
plays a CIA investigator checking on JR. Ewing's (Larry Hagman) oil dealings.

Preston was also a semi-regular on "Hill Street Blues." He
said he left the show because the
producers wanted his character,
the city mayor, to be a child
molester. He said if he stayed on
the show, he wouldn't have been

'HOLIDAY
TREE
LIGHTING
CEREMONY

i']J»n.:M
.

Preston, who has been in show
business for 21 years, has made
television appearances on
"Magnum P.I.," "The ATeam," "Hardcastle and McCornuck" and "Roots: The Next
Generation."
He said he felt important being selected to play a part in the
miniseries based on Alex Haley's novel Roots. He added that
many performers had their careers built upon the series.

"Whatever you do in film is
forever. Future generations will
be able to see it, and I didn't want
to do something that I didn't
respect."
.
- J.A. Preston

don't mean anything in Hollywood. A person must be fully
committed to acting, both physically and mentally.
Preston said young actors
should use their time wisely
because there is always time for
frivolity.

Ji*tt

FULL SET OF NAILS WITH THIS AD
ASK FOR NICOLE 352-HAIR
, offer expires 12/12/86
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Fraternity celebrates birthday Council raises
by JohnMeola
staff reporter

The birthday cake for the University chapter of Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity will have 15 candles on it when the chapter celebrates its 15th anniversary at
the University.
The chapter was formed in
1971 as an expansion of the Uni-

versity of Toledo chapter.
The black greek organization's mission here at the University is to provide brotherhood
and camaraderie for its members, according to Roderick
Cheatham, the fraternity's president.
"We promise a sense of being
a part of the University. We
don't have the aloofness that
other fraternities on campus

have," he said.
Cheatham said that black
greek organizations encourage
minorities to attend college. One
of Kappa Alpha Psi's community service projects has been
"Guide Right," a program designed to encourage minorities
to attend college.

dents by espousing the values of
high grades and a good disciplinary record, Cheatham said.
The fraternity is planning a
three-on-three basketball tournament to benefit its "Guide
Right" program. Cheatham said
be would like to get all students
involved in the event.

The program guides junior
high scboofand high school stu

IN ADDITION, Cheatham
said that in the future he would
like the fraternity to have better
community service and better
service to youth.
During the fraternity's 15
years of existence on campus,
the fraternity has had some low
points as well.
The fraternity has been without a house for some time and
Cheatham does not expect anything positive to develop until
next semester.

ambulance rates

by Mettau McGUHvray
staff reporter

An ordinance doubling the
rates for in-town and out-oftown ambulance service was
passed by Bowling Green City
Council last night, despite
objections from one counCouncil member David Elsass said the ordinance,
which has been tabled since
July, raises rates from $45 to
$90 for in-town service and
from $60 to $105 for out-oftown service.
Elsass voted against the
ordinance, stating that other
measures should be taken
instead of raising rates.
He said the city should examine whether the current
practice of sending a driver
and two attendants is necessary. He said state law requires only one attendant to
be present.
IN OTHER business,
Mayor Bruce Bellard declared a "parking-meter holiday" from Dec. 8 to Dec. 31.
Bellard said he will remove
the charges for parking in

metered spaces downtown for
the last three weeks of December.
The purpose of the holiday
is to ''encourage people to
downtown," Bellard
"People don't want to pay
to shop downtown when they
can go to the shopping
malls, he said. "This gives
the downtown merchants a
break."
He said the free parking
will affect the city's income a
little, but the effects will be
offset by the increase in
downtown trade.
Other parking restrictions,
such as the two-hour parking
limit, parking in handicapped
spaces, and parking between
3-5 a.m. will t>e enforced during the parking-meter holiday.
The council met in McFall
Assembly Room last night,
where the University Board
of Trustees normally meets.
Trustees will meet in Bowling
Green Junior High School
Dec. 12, the normal meeting
place of the council.

REGISTER FOR YOUR LOFT
FOR SPRING SEMESTER
WHERE:

University Union
3rd Floor. Fort Room

WHEN:

Dec. 4. 5. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12
9a.m. - 6p.m.

FOR INFORMATION OR A MAIl-IN REGISTRATION FORM CAU:

352-3836
LOFT CONSTRUCTION
OPEN 9 a.m.- 5p.m., M-F

We will be sen in Glamour, Mademoiselle,
Vogue, Cosmopolitan, Baiaar
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between ok and extraordinary.®
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Investigation
D Continued from page 1.
tration "has raised no objection" to key
figures in the case testifying before Congress. However, he said information that
constitutes advice to the president "could
come under the claim of executive privilege" and might be withheld.
White House and congressional leaders
debated a proposal from Senate Republican
Leader Boo Dole of Kansas for the president
to call Congress back to town to form a
Watergate-style investigative committee.
Reagan said the idea was "under discussion and there's been no decision vet. But
we want to work with the Congress.
Democrats, who will take control of the

Rich and Pam Fowler

BG News/Gayl* Hammon

Married students
face challenges
by Erica Hddebrink
reporter

College life can leave students
with a lack of time, sleep and
money. It may be tough to go it
alone, but those who go it together face entirely different
challenges.
Roman Carek, director of the
Counseling and Career Development Center, said a number of
advantages and disadvantages
arise for married college students.
"A continuing difficulty seems
to be money. Another difficulty
is spending time together,''
Carek said.
According to fall 1965 statistics from the Office of Budgeting
and Planning, more than 4 percent of all female students and
about 5 percent of all male students are married.
But Carek said being married
in college is not all that bad.
"I think that students that are
married do better. They get
higher grades because they are
more apt to devote a lot of time
and energy to getting through,"
be said.
Greg Clark and his wife, junior nursing major Karol Clark,
have been married for more
than two years. They married
after Greg had completed one
year of school and Karol had
graduated from high school.
Now Greg works full time with
plans to go back to school and
eventually earn a law degree.
"THERE'S NOT enough time
to spend with each other, and
that frustrates us both," Karol
said.
"But we're busy people,"
Greg added, "and I don't think
that s ever going to change. I
think what we're doing is kind of

City worker
found dead
over weekend
The death of a city street
department foreman in his
home Saturday night has been
ruled a suicide by Wood County
Coroner Dr. Roger Peatee.
Hubert Bowen, SI, was found
dead of a gunshot wound in his
apartment on Napoleon Road
Saturday night by city police.
The Wood County Sheriff's
Department told city police that
at 12:01 a.m. Sunday a woman
had called them, saying she was
talking to Bowen on the telephone when he began talking
about suicide. The woman said
she beard a gunshot and called
the sheriff. The coroner was
called at 12:04 a.m., police said.
Bowen had been a street department foreman for 20 years,
and was a U.S. Army veteran
and a member of the Bowling
Green American Legion Post
and Eagles Lodge.
He is survived by his mother,
Agnes James, four daughters,
two brothers, and one granddaughter.

unconventional. You don't have
to go out looking. I think when
you get to be a junior or senior
there's a lot of pressure (to find
a spouse)."
''Being married has made me
more responsible," Karol said.
She said she is consistently on
the Dean's List.
Greg said, "It makes you feel
a lot older than you really are. In
class on Monday and Tuesday
all (other students) think about
is last weekend. On Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday all they
think about is next weekend.
Being married takes away being
carefree.
"I think we just care enough
about each other to make some
real sacrifices. We're planning
for the future and living for
tomorrow," he said.
Karol said, "I feel fortunate
enough to have found the person
I wanted. We've made a decision
about what we're going to do
with our lives."
Senior radio/television/film
major Rich Fowler and his wife
Pam were married last May,
after Pam graduated with a
degree in public relations.
RICH IS general manager of
WBGU-FM and works weekends
at a radio station in Indiana.
Pam has a temporary secretarial position in Toledo.
"We had originally planned to
get married after I graduated,"
Rich said. "One thing led to
another and graduation seemed
too far off. It just seemed simpler and that everything would
work out better if we just got
married now," he said.
"It has worked out better, but
like everything else it's got its
ups and downs. I never get to see
her," he said.

Senate in January, appeared cool to the
idea.
Senate Democratic Leader Robert Byrd of
West Virginia, the incoming majority
leader, said a special session "would be an
overreaction." House Majority Leader Jim
Wright, D-Texas, in line to become speaker
in the new Congress, said any congressional
probe should be undertaken "in an orderly
manner, carefully and deliberatively by the
regular session of Congress."
AT THE White House, Reagan gave
marching orders to the review board composed of Tower, former Democratic senator
and onetime Secretary of State Edmund
Muskie, and Brent Scowcroft, who was

Open Daily
8 am to
Midnight

1044 North
Main street
840 South
Main street

SUNDAYS
9am to 9pm

DIET CAFFEINE-FREE
COKE, CLASSIC COKE,
DIET COKE OR

COKE
REGULAR OR DIET

SPRITE
12 OZ. CANS

12 PACK

Blotter
A student apartment in the
1400 block of Manville Avenue
was broken into over Thanksgiving break and $115 worth of
goods, including cassette tapes,
a telephone, cable TV box and
remote control unit, and a U.S.
flag, was stolen, city police said.
One of the residents told police
that a pane of glass in the rear
door was broken and the apartment entered sometime between
the evening of Nov. 25 and 4:30
p.m. Sunday.
D

national security adviser in the Ford administration.
Their investigation was announced after
Reagan accepted the resignation of his
national security adviser, Vice Adm. John
Poindexter, and fired an NSC aide. Lt Col.
Oliver North, who was said to nave arranged the transfer of the arms-sale profits
to the Contras. Poindexter knew generally
about the operation and did nothing to stop
it, officials nave said.
Members of the investigative panel made
clear that they would not search for evidence of criminal wrongdoing but would
focus, instead, on a study of the practices of
the NSC staff.

SLICE
REG. & DIET, APPLE SLICE REG. & DIET,
MANDARIN ORANGE SLICE REG. & DIET,
CHERRY COLA SLICE REG. & DIET

□ a

A car was reported stolen
from the parking lot next to
Yum Yum Tree, 1060 S. Main
St., early Sunday morning.
The car's owner told police
that he had parked the green
1966 OldsmobUe 88 at 10:30 p.m.
Saturday and discovered it stolen at 12:24 a.m. Sunday.
Police found broken glass on
the ground where the car had
been parked. The owner said the
car had a full tank of gasoline
and it was locked.

BusinessesD Continued from page 1.
be.
"Bowling Green is a good community for retailing, but with the
number of restaurants already in town, and the new mall coming,
we need to be careful when selecting the type of stores we open. For
now I have a wait-and-see attitude, she said.
BOWLING GREEN may appear to be a rural community, but
Gordon said the economic problems suffered by the nation's farmers
are not slowing the city's economy. She added Bowling Green would
be an excellent location for industrial expansion because the city is
dose to freeways and Toledo's two airfields.
Industries, Gordon said, would find toe area to be an attractive
site to operate because of the University and the city itself.
"The University Management Center offers seminars and training programs for area businesses, and many of the University
professors are experts in business,' she said.
The city is also a good location became it has a small-town
atmoaphere, with easy access to the museums and other attractions
of Toledo, Gordon said.

12 PACK
12 OZ. CANS

ALL FLAVORS

Faygo Pop
2 Liter
Bottle
Prices effective thru Sunday. December 7,1986. Quantity rights reserved.
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Nixon memos made public
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former President
Richard Nixon was counseled by a top aide
in 1989 to avoid a visit to Mrs. Martin Luther
Kins on the first anniversary of her husband's assassination because "it would outrage many, many people."
The aide, Patrick Buchanan, was a
speechwriter in the Nixon White House. He
is the director of communications for President Reagan.
Buchanan's memo was among 1.5 million
documents from the Nixon administration
made public yesterday by the National
Archives. It was the first release of textual
material from the more than 40 million
documents Nixon left behind when he resigned Aug. 9,1974.

"There are no long-run gains, and considerable long-run risks in making a public
visit to the widow King," Buchanan wrote.
He characterized King as "one of the most
divisive men in contemporary history" and:
"Initially, the visit would get an excellent
press but... it would outrage many, many
people who believe Dr. King was a fraud and
a demagogue, and perhaps worse," the
memo said. "It does not seem to be in the
interests of national unity for the president
to lend his national prestige to the argument
that this divisive figure is a modern saint."
There had been considerable discussion in
the White House about how Nixon was to
observe the assassination anniversary,
which was April 4,1969.

Missing from the newly-released documents are the most sensitive of the Nixon
files - those relating to the Watergate scandal that drove him from office. The National
Archives once before tried to release those
but was stopped bv 29 lawsuits filed by
former Nixon associates.
The Archives, which has custody of the
Nixon materials, is expected to try again
next month to open the papers to public
scrutiny. The law requires that a notice of
such release be published in the Federal
Register and that any persons who object
have 80 days to do so.
BUCHANAN'S MEMO, written on April 1,
1969, said Nixon should observe the first
anniversary of the civil rights leader's death
by doing no more than isuing a statement.

Money short in drug war
School officials across Ohio
agree that student drug and
alcohol abuse Is a problem,
but they're hard-pressed to
find an inexpensive and effective meansto fight it.
In Columbus, programs
available to middle school
and high school students in
the 65^8»«tudent district are
not required classes, said
Terry Fedderson, who coordinates such programs for the
district, because of a lack of
money and training.
Programs emphasising
prevention are available in
the district's middle and high
schools and an "after-care"

program Is offered in the high
schools, she said, but that
program only supplements
outside counseling for students who are admitted addicts.
"We don't require that the
students attend these dines
because there iant enough to
go around," she said. "Not all
of our teachers are equipped
to conduct these programs."
Cincinnati schools security
chief Thomas Dixon says
money has gotten in the way
of his desire to see a comprehensive program that includes intervention and
recovery programs as well as
the educational help.

'Zone' witness alters story

Hindus riot after Sikhs attack
Prime Minister Gandhi promises 'tough' action against extremists
NEW DELHI, India (AP) Hindus rioted and Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi pledged
"tough and strong action"
against Sikh terrorists yesterday, the day after four gunmen
Slulled Hindus off a bus in Punab and killed 24 of them.
Police said Sikh militants
killed eight more people in Punjab state yesterday.
Sikh extremists, who want independence for Punjab, killed 14
Hindus in a similar bus hijacking July 25.
Paramilitary troops were ordered to patrol New Delhi dur-

ing a general strike called for
today by an opposition Hindu
political party. Strikes also were
scheduled in the Hindu-dominated states of Haryana and
Kashmir next to Punjab, which
has a Sikh majority.
Shops were closed yesterday
by general strikes in towns and
cities throughout Punjab.
Clashes between Sikh and Hindu
youths were reported in Jallundnar, but police said no serious
injuries resulted.
About 3,000 Hindus rioted and
threw stones on the edge of New
Delhi. Police fired shots into the
air and lobbed tear gas to scat-

ter the crowds.
Officers said they arrested 100
people for trying to block traffic
on the main ring road around the
capital.
'THERE IS a lot of tension in
the city, but we are keeping a
watch on things," said Police
Commissioner Ved Marwah,
who prohibited public gatherings for four days.
Near Parliament, police
hauled away 300 supporters of
the opposition Janata Party who
held a non-violent proh
violation of the ban. They
ey were
released later.
The lower house of Parlia-

ment was adjourned briefly because members shouted "We
want action!" and demanded
dismissal of Home Minister
Bute Singh, the chief law enforcement official.
Gandhi appealed in Parliament for all Indians to "be careful and hold tempers down." He
said "a concrete plan" of strong
action had been devised to combat Sikh extremism, but did not
elaborate.
The political turmoil is the
greatest faced by the 42-year-old
prime minister since he assumed power in 1984.

Jury convicts Peoples Temple member
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -Larry Layton,
the only former Peoples Temple member to
be tried in this country, was convicted
yesterday of conspiring in the murder of
Rep. Leo Ryan, an act that triggered the
mass murder-suicide by the Rev. Jim Jones'
followers in a South American jungle eight
years ago.

of aiding and abetting in the murder of Ryan
and of conspiracy and aiding and abetting in
the attempted murder of Richard Dwyer, a
U.S. diplomat wounded in the attack.

A federal jury also convicted Layton, 40,

Layton's first trial, in 1981, ended in a
hung jury. He has been free on bail and has
been working in a local community under an
alias.
Chief U.S. District Judge Robert Peck-
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Mark Chase
James Clemens
Kathleen Cmok
Kelly Coffman
Adina Corthell
Jonathan Corum
Kathleen Covert
Dawn Ctago
Denlse Crowl
Chris Czekansky
Ty Damon
Camllle Daniels
Amy Dannls
Cheryl Dorton
Theresa Drake
Julie Dudgeon
Margaret Ellas
Anita Emmerth
Sheila English
Lisa Ensman
Diane Evans
Ellen Farls
Kim Farnstrom
Amy Faulkner
Tracy Fee
Charlene Ferko
Mitchell Filler*
Gerald Flegal
Helen Fortson
Laurie Fox
Christina Frank
Stacla Qeiger
Maria Qermano
Glna Glampletro
Klmberly Olliette

Corinna Qoertz
Barbara Goetz
Amy Grace
Darla Halnes
Rebecca Hank
Amy Harekelroad

Susan Harnden
Lisa Hart
Bridget Hartway
Debbl Hasselkus
Michael Hawkins
Robert Heck
Debra Henderson
Todd Hershberger
Karen Hilty
Janet Hirshberg
Keith Hobson
Dlann Howenstine
Linda Hoy
Judith Immel
Matthew James
Juli Jenkins
Trade Jewett
Klmberly Jones
Scott Kalish
Jennifer Kane
Kim Kelpper
Michael Klmmey
Faith Klasek
Jeff Klima
Michelle Kocan
Karen Kohls
Klmberly Kotnlck
Donna Krlspinsky
Amy Landfleld
Kenneth Leasher
Alan Leggett
Lisa Long
Hope Machovlna
Brian MacNaughton
Timothy Maloney
Mlndy Martin
Patrick McClaln
Jennifer McClure
Melissa McNellly
Sharon Metzger
Mark Mlhallk
Susan Milek
Scott Miller
Mashawn Mlier
Kelly Morley
Jonathan Nagy
Sherl Newland
Mary Noble
Sandra Novak
Kristlne Oedy
Beth Ogden
Teresa Oliphant
Terrl Overbeck
Lisa Padlo

Olna Parchomenko
William Paxton
Sherl Quick
Cheryl Radeloff
Daniel Redmond
Reglna Ralmer
Elizabeth Rice

Deborah Robinson
Kelleen Roda

Erika Rones
Terence Rood
Karol Rubin

Lisa Rupp
Catherine Schemmel
Lisa Schenk
Karen Schmook
Claire Schoch
Eva Schott
Sharon Shlplett
Robyn Siggelkow
Amy Sltler
Anne Smith
Rose Smith
Sandra Smith
Gregory Socha
Ann Sower
Amy Spoerl
Rebecca Sponsler
Mkhele St. Amant
Eric Stacy

Brian Stamm
Robert Steel
Lorlne Steinbrunner
David Steiner

Marcia Steiner
Mary Sterling
Rebecca Stevens
Diane Stevenson
Thomas Strieker
Barbara Surbeck
Kathleen Tabler
Abble Taylor
Tlerney Teeters

ham scheduled sentencing for Jan. 23. The
conspiracy charges and the charge of aiding
and abetting in Ryan's murder carry maximum penalties of life in prison.
Layton, who admitted shooting and
wounding two members was convicted of
taking part in a plot by Jones to keep Ryan
and his party from reaching the outside
world with news of conditions at the cult's
settlement of Jonestown in Guyana.

LOS ANGELES (AP)-A
key witness in the "Twilight
Zone" manslaughter trial reversed himself yesterday and
supported a prosecution theory that a last-minute change
in a helicopter's course preceded the crash that killed
actor Vic Morrow and two
children.
The reversal came early in
afternoon testimony bv
James Camomile, a specialeffects technician whom the
defense blames for toe crash.
The prosecution claims the
helicopter's course was

changed to bring it closer to
foi increased
the explosives for
dramatic effect.
Attorneys for director John
Landis and four other defendants maintain that Camomile was not paying attention
to the Vietnam War scene
being shot and fired his
bombs before Morrow and the
children were out of toe line
of fire.
In the morning, Camomile
had said the helicopter was in
the sameposition at 2:20 a.m.
on July 23,1982, just before it
crashed, as it was 20 minutes
earlier.

Cleanliness results in arrest
CLEARWATER, Fla.
(AP)-Richard Taborn had
car trouble, coasted to a stop
at a shopping plaza and fixed
the problem. He cleaned his
hands and tossed the grimy
paper towels into a trash bin.
His efforts to avoid Uttering
resulted in his arrest.
The charge? Theft.
The charge eventually was
thrown out. And so was a drug
charge filed months later.
But that's not the end of it,
said Taborn, who is suing the
sheriff's office for $5,000,
charging Illegal arrest and "a

little embarrassment."
The Initial complaint
against Taborn stated that on
Feb. 6 be did "knowingly deprive Bogart's Tavern of the
use of professional sanitation
services by appropriating
said service to his own personal use."
He "placed said trash into a
Faircloth sanitation
(bin).... He did not have
permission to dump said
trash," the complaint said.
Taborn, 34, spent the next
15 hours in the Pinedas
County Jail.

This holiday season,
get the'» Stuff'
at the right price.
Now you can get the competitive
edge when classes begin in January. With a
Macintosh™ personal computer, and all the
write extras.
We call it the Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle. You'll call it a great deal! Because
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle before January 9,1987, you'll receive
a bundle of extras—and save $250.
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus, you'll also get an Image Writer™ II
printer, the perfect solution for producing
near letter-quality term papers or reports,
complete with graphs, charts, and
illustrations.
Plus, you'll get MacLightning,
the premier spelling checker containing an 80,000 word dictionary

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries.
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes into the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out. And
turned in on time.
What's more, there's a Macintosh
Support Kit filled with valuable accessories
and computer care products from 3M.*
Complete with all the things you need to
keep your Macintosh running long after
you've graduated.
Let us show you how to get through
college better, faster, and smarter. Stop in
and see us for more information.

Mark Thalman
Tracy Thomas
Robert Thorndlke
Julie Tobln
Lorl Tomllnson
Chris Ueberroth
Teresa Von Deylen
Nicholas Wagener
Angela Walker
Karen Walker
Colleen Walsh
Michelle Walsh
Sherl Warehlme
Anne Welttal
Brent Westover
Joan Wiandt
Klmberly William*
Robert Wolverton

Sandra Wynk
Darla Yuhas
Kevin Zlns
John Zisko
William Zlss
Rozanne Zych

REMEMBER: Important Meeting Tonight at 9:30pm In 115 Education

Please contact UCS Micro Computer Labs or Don at 2-7724 for
more Information.
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Falcons swept away by Spartans
by Matt Wlnkeljohn
sports reporter

If they had it all to do differently, the Bowling Green hockey team
would obviously do things, well, differently. But bead coach Jerry
York said all is not lost despite being swept by Michigan State and
falling three and a half games off the Spartans' pace and into third
place.
"We feel very disappointed that they beat us twice, but we have to
give them credit," York said. "We think our club played on almost
even terms through two games; what decided the games were small
mistakes. It will be interesting in February to see where our records
are when we play again."
Speaking of records, MSU's current 15-1-1 mark (13-1 in the
CCHA) should say something about what the Falcons were up
against last weekend. If thai is not enough, bear in mind the
Spartans own a 38-3-2 record in their last 43 games dating back to
last season's NCAA championship campaign.
In falling to 11-4-1 (9-4-1 in league play), BG played what York
called the team's best game of the year in Friday's 5-4 overtime loss.
But as Sunday's 5-1 score in East Lansing indicated, the Falcons
were in a different game altogether. MSU outahot BG 33-28 as the
Spartan defense played particularly well In keeping the puck off
Falcon sticks.
Bill Shibicky started the Spartan scoring with 14:33 remaining in
the first period. He scored the first of his three goals by reaching a
Dan Kwflas kick save before the Falcon defense could clear the
rebound.
KWILAS WAS in goal because Gary Kruzich pulled a groin muscle
in practice during the week. Freshman Paul Connell was in goal
during Friday's game.
MSU made it 2-0 37 seconds later when Danton Cole dribbled a shot
under Kwilas' stick.
The Falcons nearly came up with a short-handed goal in the
period. Paul Ysebaert picked an MSU defender clean in the Spartan
zone and out-deked goalie Bob Essensa only to have defenseman
Brad Hamilton stop the puck with his stick at the goal line inside the
goal.
Essensa was superb in goal and, except for a well-executed Falcon
power play goal, just missed recording his third consecutive
shutout.
D See Hockey, page 9.

BG News/Alex Horvath
Michigan State's Geir Hoff watches the puck and Bowling Green goalie Paul Connell rolls into the net during Friday night action at the
Ice Arena. The Spartans won the game 5-4 in overtime. MSU completed the weekend sweep with a 51 victory in East Lansing Sunday.

Falcon cagers outlast Heidelberg Ex-BG
by Tom Reed
sports editor

BG News/Alex Horvath
Bowling Green's Joe Gregory guards Marty Kimbrough during the Falcons' narrow 80-76
win last night over Heidelberg College at Anderson Arena.

BG cagers finish third
by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter

Most basketball teams prefer
to play a few low-caliber opponents before taking on any real
competition.
Not Bowling Green's women's
basketball team.
Last weekend, the Falcons
lumped head-first into some
heated action in the Lady Kat
Classic at the University of Kentucky. BG's opening-round
game Friday pitted them
against the host Wildcats. UK
was ranked in the top twenty
last year while just missing a
spot in the national poll this
Mason.
Then, after a 7442 loss to UK,
the Falcons had to do battle with
the team which beat them out of
the Mid-American Conference
championship last year - Ohio
University.
BG, however, defeated the
Bobcats 7649 Saturday to finish
third in the tournament. The

Wildcats defeated Illinois State
to win the tourney.
Falcon head coach Fran Voll
put last weekend into perspective (the UK loss, in particular)
by utilizing it as an early-season
measuring stick.
"Games like that are pivotal
in a basketball program," the
third-year coach said. "Tbey
help you find out where you're
It appears BG, now 1-1, can
make good on the MAC Coaches
Poll which picked them to win
the MAC. Their sound defeat of
the defending conference
champs, who finished 264 last
year, Is testimony.
As for a national ranking,
well, the Wildcats showed the
Falcons what it takes to earn
such a distinction. Against the
Falcons, they had seemingly
everything a team could ask for.
"Tiiey are a very nice basketball team," Voll said. "I don't
think I've seen a team with
quicker hands ... and their

transition game was excellent they could really get up and
down the court.
"Kentucky also has big and
strong players who are good
The Wildcats showed its muscle immediately and took a commmanding 4440 lead into the
lockerroom at halftime.
"We were getting out-rebounded both offensively and
defensively," sophomore forward Jackie Motycka said.
"Our shooting didn't really
hurt us," senior guard Sherrie
Voyles said. "It was just that all
of their (UK's) shots were inside
and they were getting three or
four shots every time.'
The Falcons ended up being
out-rebounded by a convincing
43-29 margin. UK also made 53
percent oftheir field goals, compared to BG's 40 percent.
Despite this dominance, BG
was only down by two points
with about nine minutes remain
Q See Women's BB, page 9.

Last night may have been the
only chance Bowling Green's
basketball team had to bully a
weaker opponent during this
year's regular season.
The Falcons were suppose to
be able to beat up on Heidelberg
College, a Division HI school.
Well, if last night's game
provea anything it's that the
Falcons are no Mike Tyson.
BG's offense showed little punch
and absolutely no sign of a
knockout as it hung on to beat
Heidelberg 80-76 in Anderson
Arena.
"All of us know we should've
played better," BG forward Anthony Robinson said. "We definetly took them (Heidelberg)
too lightly."
The Princes certainly didn't
play like an overwhelming underdog. They led through most
of the first half and held a 61-60
advantage with 8:09 remaining.
"Heidelberg is a good basketball team," Falcon coach Jim
Larranaga said. "I told our
players before the game this
would be no Windsor, referring
to BG's 11949 shelling of Windsor two weeks ago in an exhibition game.
For the record, both new Falcon coaches Moe Ankney (football) and Larranaga won their
debuts. But last night, Larranaga saw a lot more incomplete
passes in his opener.
The teams combined for 30
turnovers in a game, which at
times, looked like something you
would see at the Rec Center.
Larranaga dismissed many of
the miscues to first-game Jitters.
"Going into the game, a lot of
our kids got excited to the point
that they couldn't play," he said.
"We got off to a rocky start and

stayed that way."

Despite the sluggish performance, the Falcons did regroup
down the stretch. BG's offense
displayed its patience in the
closing minutes which led to
high percentage shots.
With 5:44 left, Booker made a
layup off a nice pass from point
guard Joe Gregory to give the
Falcons a 7045 lead. BG upped
its advantage to 7245 when Robinson tallied another easy layup.
Both Robinson and Booker
scored 21 points apiece.
"I was happy with the way we
got some real good shots in the
final two minutes," Larranaga
said. "We took our time and tut
the shots."
But the Princes refused to
quit. Marty Kimbrough and
Tony Meyer hit short shots to
draw within three points at 74-71
with 4:03 remaining.
After trading baskets, Heidelberg's Vince Finkney canned a
fouishot to trim BG's lead to two
at 76-74 with 2:54 left. Gregory
answered with a long jumper to
restore the Falcons four-point
lead.
Yet 30 seconds later, Prince
forward Mike Daniels grabbed
an offensive rebound and converted the miss shot to make it
78-76.
Both teams committed turnovers before Booker missed a
long jumper with 21 seconds
remaining. The Princes conbroiled the rebound and called
timeout to set up a final shot.
The Falcons attacked Heidelberg with good pressure defense
and f orcedeenter Rick Guyer to
take a fade-away jumper. The
shot caromed off the rim into the
hands of BG's Steve Martenet,
who was immediately fouled
with just two seconds left.
Martenet iced the win with
two free throws.
D See Basketball, page 9.

coach
hired

NEW YORK (AP) - Hubie
Brown was fired today as coach
of the New York Knicks and
replaced by assistant Bob Hill
because of the NBA team's failure to improve after recovering
from two-year run of injuries.
Hill was an assistant coach at
Bowling Green in 1974 under Pat
Haley. Hill, 37, has never been a
head coach at either the professional or college level. Prior to
joining the Knicks, where he
was Brown's top assistant for
two seasons, and prior to joining
the Knicks, he was a top assistant at Kansas for eight years.
The coaching change took effect with a morning practice at
Upsala College in West Orange,
N.J. Then the Knicks left for a
four-game western road trip.
Brown was in his fifth season
as coach of the Knicks. He led
them to the Eastern Conference
semifinals his first two years,
but they were 24-58 and 23-59 the
last two seasons after injuries to
Bernard King, Bill Cartwright,
Pat Cummings, Patrick Ewing,
Rory Sparrow and Marvin
Webster.
The Knicks are 4-12 this season despite the return of most of
the injured players - with the
notable exception of King, the
NBA scoring champion in 198485.
They have been embroiled in
controversy over the use of 7footers Ewuig and Cartwright as
center and forward.
"It was an extremely difficult
decision but we felt a change
was needed." said Scotty
Stirling, general manager of the
Knicks."

From MAC to WAC Stolz is
still at the head of the pack
Former Bowling Green
bead coach Denny Stolz led
San Diego State University to
its first-ever Western Athletic
Conference football title Saturday night.
The Aztecs clinched the
crown with a 104 win over
perennial WAC power Brigham Young in front of 60,300
fans at San Diego's Jack Murphy Stadium. It was the largest crowd to ever watch a
SDSUgame.
The Aztecs finished the regular season with a 7-1 conference mark and an 84 record
overall. BYU had won the
WAC title for the past eight
straight years.
SDSU will play Iowa in the
Holiday Bowl Dec. 30th.
Last season, the Aztecs finished with a 54 mark. However, Stolz helped turn

around the program this season. For his effort, Stolz was
named WAC Coach of the
Year.
Stolz was only in his first
season with the Aztecs after
leading Bowling Green to a
Mid-American Conference title in 1985. He was the MAC
Coach of the Year last season.
In 1985, the Falcons finished the regular season with
an 114 record and a TopTwenty ranking. But Stolz
came under fire when he announced he would become the
Aztecs' new coach just three
days before the Falcons
played in the California Bowl.
Fresno State humbled BG
51-7 in the 1985 Cal Bowl.
Stolz became BG's coach in
1977 and compiled a record of
56-45-1, while serving as the
Falcons' mentor. BG also
won the MAC in 1982 under

Stolz's reign.
Prior to coming to BG, he
was voted Big-Ten Coach of
the Year at Michigan State.
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Morris
is tops
in MAC

Tis the season for giving
by Karl Smith
guest columnist

TOlJPO.OMo (AP) - Miami Univtrttty quarterback
Terry Morris yesterday ma
■elected m the winner of the
UK Jefferson Trophy u the
Mid-American Conference's
moat valuable player In football.
The announcement was
made at Hie annual Jefferson
dinner last night
Morris, a senior from El
Ca}on. Calif., guided the
Redskins to the MAC
chainpkwahlp. Miami will
play San Jose State in the
CaBfbrnia Bowl Dec. 13 in
Fresno, Calif.
Morris was chosen as the
MACs MVP by a panel consisting of 18 media representatrres and the nine bead
football coaches.
The other nominees were
Ball State placekicker John
Oiettrich, Bowling Green
linebacker Paul Schweitzer,
Central Michigan offensive
guard Rick Poljan, Eastern
Michigan defensive back
Mike Skiver, Kent State quarterback Patrick Young, Ohio
University linebacker Shawn
Banner, Toledo tailback Kelvin Farmer and Western
Michigan defensive tackle
MarkGarakxyk
Previous winners were
CMU linebacker Ray Bentley
(1882), Northern Ulinous quarterback Tim Tyrrell (1983)
and BG quarterback Brian
McCkire (1864 and 1885).

«
The day after Thanksgiving is
ceremonially the opening day of
the Christmas shopping season
and one of the busiest for stores.
Since the stores are
overflowing and I have a very
limited patience, I avoided
stores like the plague. But I did
get a jump on my shopping, I
made out my Christmas list over
the weekend:
Pete Hose; A press
conference to announce his
retirement.
The Cleveland Browns: An ad
in the Lost & Found so someone
can locate last year's rushing
game that produced two 1,000
yard runners. Luckily for the
Browns, Bernie Kosar has
improved by leaps and bounds to
carry the team.
Pittsburgh Steeler fans: A
nice big slice of humble pie.
John McEnroe: A muzzle.
Bowling Green's women's
basketball team: The MidAmerican Conference
championship they so richly
deserve.
Larry Bird: He's already got
a spot in the Hall of Fame locked
up and I'm reserving the NBA
title for someone else, but be
could use an attitude
adjustment.
Michigan Wolverine fans: A
lump of coal. They've got a trip
to the Rose Bowl, which is

$«

PERM
SPECIAL

no
shampoo

BEREA, Ohio (AP) - The
Cleveland Browns will not feel
cheated when they hand Mark
Moseley his first paycheck.

$'

25 on

short
hair

(regular $10) ^£>

Coupon must be presented ( Jj$2 )
YeUou House behind lacoM

352-2566

new footbal franchise. They had
theirs and lost it, give another
city a chance. How would they
like the Colts nowm with their 013 record.
Vinny Testeverde: A suit of
armor. Hell win the Heisman,
but bell lose the war because
the Colts are ahead in the race
for bis draft rights. Maybe hell
invest his million dollar contract
in life insurance but Lloyd's of
London probably won't even
touch it
BG hockey team: A big broom
for use on February 6-7 so they
can sweep Michigan State ana
return the favor.
Michigan State hockey
fans: A lengthy losing streak to
test their loyalty. No, strike
that, it wouldn't have to be that
long.
BG hockey fans: A bigger
arena so more could see the
Falcons attempt for the CCHA
title.
T.R. Dunn: To the Denver
Nuggets' defensive whiz, a 20point game, once, Just once.
Bill Walton: Health.
Mike Fischlin: Another
chance to the Journeyman
infielder who seems to have
come to the end of his rope with
the New York Yankees.
The Atlanta Hawks: A quick
trip back to reality; I'm still not
convinced they're as good as
their record.
Pete Rose: A retirement
party.
And finally, to myself, a letter
to be delivered Dec. 24
reminding me to do my
Christmas shopping, you know
the rest..

(AP)Tfae Philadelphia Eagles are M| the nine
teams already eliminated
from the NFL playoffs. But
their 33-27 overtime upset of
the Los Angeles Raiders set
up the AFC for one of those
last weekend pull-out-theouija-board finishes.
With three weeks remaining in the regular season, half
the league's playoff picture is
relatively clear-the NFC,
where the basic argument is
over a wild-card spot.
But the Raiders' Sunday
loss to the Eagles, along with
the Los Angeles Ram? 17-3
victory over the New York
Jets, complicated what might
have been another simple picture in the AFC.
NFC— Chicago and Washington, both 11-2, clinched
playoff berths Sunday and the
New York Giants, 10-2 going
into last night's game in San
Francisco, are Just a halfstep away. The Bears
clinched the Central Division
on Sunday, the Redskins
wrapped up a wild-card berth
and the Giants needed only a
victory or tie.
The Giants and Redskins
meet next Sunday in the
game that will probably decide the NFC East title with
the loser becoming the home
wild-card team. The winner
of the West, either the Los
Angeles Rams, 9-4, or 49ers,
7-4-1, will be the fourth playoff entrant.
AFC- As in the NFC, it
looks like a scramble for the

second wild-card spot, but
hings aren't clear.
Nobody's clinched, but the
Denver Broncos, 10-3, are just
a game away - they win the
West if they beat Kansas City
next Sunday or the Raiders
lose next Monday night in
Seattle.
The New England Patriots
moved into a tie in the East
with the New York Jets at 10-3
by beating New Orleans 21-20
for their seventh straight victory. They can clinch at least
s wild card with a win over
Cincinnati next week and so
can the fading Jets - who
have been outscored 62-6 in
two straight losses - if they
win and Cincinnati and the
Raiders lose.
The fourth spot goes to the
winner of the Central, where
Cleveland, 9-4, leads 8-6 Cincinnati by a game and has a
much easier closing schedule
- Buffalo and Houston in addition to the game with the
Bengals in two weeks that
should decide things.
As of now, the Raiders and
Bengals are tied for the second wild-card spot with
Seattle and Kansas City a
game back at 7-6.
The Chiefs seem to be fading fast - their loss to Buffalo
on Sunday indicated further
how far they seem from being
a playoff team, but the Seahawks have revived after a
midseason four-game losing
streak and host the Raiders
next Monday night in the
Kingdome, where Los Angeles-Oakland has lost five
straight games.

Moseley earns paycheck early on

HAIR REPAIR
HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

more than any team from the
overrated Big 10 deserves.
Ohio State Jans: Two lumps of
coal in a "Cotton" stocking.
The NFL: The patience to
stick with the instant replay and
the wisdom to realise that it does
need some adjustments.
The NCAA: The patience to
stick with Proposition 48 and the
wisdom to realise that it does
need some adjustments.
Pro sports: Mandatory,
random drug-testing, despite all
complaints.
Jim Lamnaga With all the
experience and enthusiasm the
new Falcon basketball mentor
brings to his lob, he'll need one
thing to survive the monsterous
task - Alka-Seltzer, lots of AlkaSeltzer.
Southern Methodist
University: I'm not a big fan of
capital punishment, but they
deserve the death penalty, the
NCAA would be doing itself a
favor in disbanding thenfootball program for two years.
Pete Rose: A retirement
watch.
AflSL fans: No-doz and a
stack of foreign dictionaries to
pronounce the names of the
players and coaches.
The NHL: A rule change replace the ice and glass boards
with canvas and ring ropes. The
steady increase in violence is
destroying the game.
Cleveland Indian critics: A
lump of coal and a lesson
learned.
Jim McMabon: One
big.. .aw, forget it.
Charles Martin: A one-year
suspension, even though the
person he so violently flung to
the ground was McMabon.
Pete Rozelle: A replacement.
Baltimore: Anything but a

Clearing up the
playoff picture

'

I
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I
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The 15-year NFL veteran was
perfect on two short field goals
Sunday, the second one a 29-

yarder into a stiff wind that gave
the Browns a 13-10 overtime
victory over the Houston Oilers.
"That's what I'm here for. Tm
here to help them win the close
ones," Moseley said yesterday.
Moseley, 38, bad his career
rejuvenated last week when the

r— MARK'S 1
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The Air Force has a special program (or 1987 BSNs If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
otter graduation—without waiting
tor the results ot your State Boards.
To quality, you must have an
overall "B' average After commissioning, you II attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medicol facility It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer For more information, coll
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Browns signed him to replace
Matt Bahr, who was sidelined
for the season with a knee inMoseley waived by the Washington Redskins in October, was
one of only two kickers the
Browns brought in for tryouts.
He won out over 26-year-old
Brian Franco, a former USFL
kicker.
"I've always been a strong
believer that you better have a
guy who's done it before,"
Coach Marty Schottenheimer
said yesterday. "Mark obviously did a fine Job. The kick
that won the game might have
gone SO yards into the wind. It
went right over the net in the end
zone."
Moseley realized early in the
game that be would be a factor

in the outcome. There was no
scoring in the first half, and the
Oilers led 3-0 after three quarters.
"I knew what was going on,"
Moseley said. "As the game
progressed, the way the game
was being played, I had a feeling
that more than likely I would get
a shot at it."
He made a 23-yarder in the
fourth quarter that extended
Cleveland's lead to 10-3. but the
Oilers tied it in the final minute
of regulation on an 11-yard pass
from Oliver Luck to Ray Wallace.
The Oilers won the overtime
coin toss but elected to kick off
so they could have the wind measured at 20 mph, with gusts
up to 35 mph - at their backs.

QUALITY LIVING
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
• Large 2 bedroom, furnished
apt. located at 309 High St.
• Free heat, water, sewer, cable
• Available for 2nd semester
• Holds up to 4 people
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. MAIN

352 5620
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Hockey

York content with goalies
by Matt Wlnkeljohn
sports reporter

It was Michigan State
week.
They were (and are) the
second ranked college hockey
team in the nation. We were
(and are) in the top six, depending on the poll.
They were (and are) in first
place. We were second.
With a series sweep we
could have gone into first
place. With a split, we could
have stayed within legitmate
short-range striking distance.
With a series split, they could
move comfortably into first
place and leave us with a
three game losing streak.
Us and them. We hate
them; they hate us.
It was shaping up to be
another battle in the war of
theCCHA.
It was Tuesday of Spartan
week.
And then Falcon goalie
Gary Kruzich was injured in
practice. A pulled groin muscle has a way of debilitating
goalies. And just about anyone else for that matter.
An adjustment had to be
made. A team doesn't lose its
returning first team AilAmerican goalie in the middle of Michigan State week
without cursing under its
breath.
But Jerry York did not, and
does not. lack faith in reserve
goaltenders Paul Connell and
Dan Kwilas.
"Our whole squad feels

?ood about our goaltending.
t's good they got a chance to
play," York said. "I thought
Connell played well Friday
and Kwilas did a similar type
effort today. I'm not blaming
our losses on the lack of Gary
Krurich."
Michigan State head coach
Ron Mason had high praise
for Connell after he made 21
saves in the Spartans' W
overtime win Friday in the
Ice Arena.
"I thought the freshman
played well in goal for them.
Vou cant say we won this
game because Kruzich wasn't
uijgoal."
Connell, a Cranston, Rhode
Island native, made several
difficult saves and three of
the goals he surrendered
came on MSU power plays
with a Spartan shielding his
vision.
Making his second start,
Connell said he was better
prepared than he was against
Miami earlier in the year.
"I didn't have as much jitters as the first game. I
thought about what had to be
done," he said. "I just wanted
to play my game. I didn't
want to do too much.
' 'Gary talked to me and told
me what to expect on their
power plays and when they
were deep in our zone. And he
talked to me between periods
to tell me what I was doing
wrong."
York said Kwilas started
Sunday's game with a small
composure problem, but

came alive to play a strong
rie. The Arlington Heights,
native was satisfied with
28 saves and with Cornell's
"I had some good saves,
especially in the third period.
But they got some breaks that
we haven't got the last few
weeks. That's part of the
game," he said. "I thought
Paul played really well. I like
the rotation system like Michigan State uses. Well need a
goalie next year and maybe
Paul and I can alternate and
when somebody gets hot, hell
carry us through the playoffs. '
Members of the Falcon
hockey team appear to believe in their over-bundled
comrades. Defenseman Scott
Paluch expressed his confidence.
"We have three goalies and
they're all good. Knowing
they were going to play this
weekend didn't change our
mentality at all," Paluch
said. "When we give up a
!;oal, I don't think anyone
Doks at it as anyone's fault.
We just pick ourselves up.
This is a team game."
Members of the sports medicine staff said Kruzich
should be able to play this
week.
But if he can't, it will still be
an us-against-them situation.
And Paul Connell and Dan
Kwilas play for tie good
guys.

Wyche apologizes to scribe
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cincinnati Bengals Coach Sam Wyche
apologized to a Denver radio
reporter yesterday for a postEame outburst in which he tried
> wrestle a microphone away.
Wyche said he was wrong for
bis outburst in Denver Sunday at
reporter Lee Frank, who asked
a the first question at the
coach's post-game interview.

"I called Lee today and talked
to him and apologized to him for
that, because that's just not
right," Wyche said. ''But it's
something that happened that
wasn't me doing it, it was an
emotional outburst that is not
the way I do things."
Following the Bengals' 34-28
loss to the Broncos Sunday,
Wyche kicked a door as he
walked into the interview area.

He then told an unidentified reporter, "Wipe that smile off
your face, just wipe it off.
There's nothing funny going on
here."
The first question came from
Frank, a Denver radio reporter
working Sunday for National
Public Radio. He asked, "How
come you kicked the door?"
Wyche became angry, and
walked toward Frank.

D Continued from page 7.
led to within a goal with 11:18 in
the second period when Mark
Lori made a lateral pan behind
the goal to Iain Duncan. Duncan
then hit a moving Ysebaert with
a pass in front of the goal.
Ysebaert quickly shoveled a
backhand pass to Lori who
flipped the puck past the goalie's
stick side for the power play
score.
A Sean Clement slap shot from
the left circle left the score 3-1
after two periods.
DESPITE THE two-goal difference, York said BG was still
in the thick of things until a
controversial call with under a
minute left in the second stanza,
"With the 24 lead they had,
and even with the 3-1 lead, we
wereright in the hockey game,"
he said. "But the alleged spear
to McKee hurt us. Then Iain lost
his composure and took a misconduct call. With Kruzich out,
that left us without three of our
best players for the third period/
York said MSU coach Ron
Mason admitted after that the
game the spearing call was
scarcely legitimate. McKee said
it was a joke.
"The whistle had blown, I had

my stick out and the guy just
skated into it. Hart (the referee)
saw him buckle over and that's
all he saw," McKee said. "He
certainly didn't see No. IS laughing. And he was back for the
next shift."
Duncan's misconduct, which
came after he let the referees
have a piece of hismind, cost
him 10 minutes. McKee's penalty, and a third period Mark
Lori-Bruce Rendafl fight, cost
the Falcons McKee ana Lori via
game disqualifications. NCAA
rules will keep McKee, Lori and
Rendall from action next Friday
as well.
TWO THIRD period Shibicky
goals dosed Sunday's scoring.
MSU and BG were never more
than a goal apart Friday as the
Falcons outshot the visiting
team 38-26. Michigan State.
scored first and, although they
never led, BG played nip-anotuck for the rest of the evening.
Spartan coach Ron Mason
said the game's score reflected
the game itself.
"It was a hard-fought game.
Physically^ they beat the devil
out of us. This is a tough place to
play; it's noisy," Mason said. "I
thought we carried the overtime. We had been there before
(OT loss to Dlinois-ChlcaRo) and

Women's BB
D Continued from page 7.
ing in the game.
''We wanted to go out and make a good showing
in the second half/' Voll said. "I think we ended up
turning some heads in Rupp Arena."
Leading the Wildcat attack were Belitta Croley,
20 points and nine rebounds, and Debbie Miller, 18
points and 11 rebounds. Meanwhile, the Falcons'
Stephanie Coe had 17 points while Motycka
chipped in 16 and seven boards.
UK led the BG in virtually every statistical
category. But against OU, the Falcons dominated.
On paper, on the hardwood, it was all BG.
"We did whatever we wanted to do against OU,"
Voyles said. "We ran the game the whole time."
The Falcons held a 33-29 lead at haltime. But in
the second half, BG frayed the twines with a
blistering 60 percent from the field.
"Their defense wasn't as tough as Kentucky's so
we got off some better shots," Motycka said.
"Plus, OU wasn't respecting our outside shootie Coe made them realize it was a
. She tallied 14 points from the outside.

Basketball
D Continued from page 7.
"Their pressure forced us out
of the shot we wanted to take,"
Princes coach John Hill said.
' 'We wanted Myers or Daniels to
get the shot, but they didn't."

instead of just trying to hang on,
we were trying to win."
That BG took the game to
overtime was significant in itself.
A Brian McReynolds powerplay goal with 1:43 in the game
gave MSU a 4-3 lead. Twentyeight seconds later, a crosschecking call against Geir Hoff
left the Spartans with a man
disadvantage.
With Connell off the ice, and
an extra skater in his place. BG
won a faceoff to the left of Spartan goalie Norm Foster. McKee
then took a slapshot from the
hhjeline. His snot was slightly
deflected and Duncan happened
to be in Its path at the mouth of
the goal to Foster's right where
he poked the puck past Foster
with 12 seconds left in regulation.
BG had a couple of chances to
win in OT, but the game went to
MSU with 4:06 left In the game.
It was freshman Kip Miller's
backhand shot off ConnelTs
skate that proved the difference.
Miller also scored the game's
first goal on an assist from his
brother, Kevin Miller.
Kevin had a goal and four
assists on the evening. The East
Lansing natives are the fifth and
sixth members of the family.

Motycka had 21 points and nine rebounds while
sophomore forward Megan Mcguire added 16.
OU, who was led by Kathy DetuUon's 22 points,
beat BG in both their meetings last year.
But their reign over the MAC appears to be
weakening. The graduation loss of center Caroline
Mast (alour-time All-MAC selection) has left
some big shoes to fill.
"It hurts them as far as scoring (Mast averaged
23.3 last year)," Voyles said. "But they also miss
a steady - a person who they can go to when they
need a bucket.
"They don't have that person yet, but I'm sure
they wul as the season goes on.
Right now, the Falcons have that person in
Motycka. But the defending champs, even if they
don't find a "new" Mast, will surely not lay down
when the two teams meet again.
The Falcons will be home Friday, December 5,
to take on 1-0 Evansville. The game will start at
5:30 p.m. in Anderson Arena.

While BG played tough defense in the waning moments, it
certainly wasn't evident in the
first half.

Forward Tom Hilgenberg
notched 22 of his 28 markers
before intermission. His reverse

layup in with 8:28 left in the first
half gave Heidelberg its biggest
lead at 30-24.
In the post-game press conference, Larranaga was asked who
guarded Hilgenberg.
"No one guarded him."

H Breckenridge, Colorado
P
Ski Trip
E
MANDATORY
R
MEETING
SUNDAY, DEC.7
7:30 P.M.
118 EPPLER CENTER
LIMITED SPACES AVAILABLE

FOR MORE INFO CALL BOB C0fw3EAR 2-8249 or 2-2876

GREENBRIAR INC.
CHECK US OUT FOR FALL 1987
MERRY AVE. APTS.- 516 E. MERRY
FRAZEE AVE624-670 FRAZEE
FIELD MANOR542-560 FRAZEE
RIDGE MANOR APTS.- 519 RIDGE
PLUS OTHER LOCATIONS

Science Group III. Course does not carry laboratory credit.
• No prerequisites. No prior science courses required.
Watch the programs in the comfort of your own home
or at your choice of times in the library.
Only 8 class meetings on the campus.

224 E. WOOSTER

352-0717

• Class sessions taught by
Cynthia Groat, a popular
member of the biology faculty.
Her specialty is marine biology.

Classes:

BOWLING TOURNAMENT
December 6 & 7
Buckeye Room, Union

Wednesday, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
112 Life Science Bldg.
Program Broadcasts:
Tuesday & Thursday, 6 p.m. or
repeats on Saturday, 4 p.m.
Also available at BGSU library.

Cost: *2.00 day of Tournament
Saturday 6* - preliminaries
Sunday 7* • finals
For more information,
call Continuing Education 372-8181.

Classifieds
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PHI BETA LAMBDA
* 'ooflee end doughnut table

CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS

ACM COMPUTER MATCH-UP MIXER
December 8th. 5 00 to 8.30 p.m.
Matched with 3 people
Sign up (1 Math Science BUg . Dae 2.3

lobby Ed BUg •
7:«5-noon. Doc 2-5 and 8-12
' 'Stop by end buy a greduMon
owl tor your gradueang eeraorl •
-ONLY $1.80

-PROFIT
Now MI I m your mmon. don't man the
extwd eitnrann OSCumentery. "Hungry *» "role:" II laTuesday. Dec 2at700pm«tJooE
Blown Theatre Tha connection a made between Third wonfl hunger and Aral world corporate pront rnoewes Sponeored by Enwrewnaraal Merest Group. admawJon la tree
Thai a) a onetime preeentabon. M be aura to be
•••POO CLUB""
Oryanuattonal MaaBig
I.. Dec 3el8 OOpm In BA lie
Al POO Matora Welcome'
Be a part ot en
excNng, new organization1

LOST It FOUND

AeeeneOeve.
CorvjreeuteSons on your Alpha Gemma DeaaStoma CM tevosertng
Leaner I Love ya!
Your Big. Dor

LOST ONE PAJR OF BLUE HOTFUOERS MITTENS LAST SEEN M HAYES HALL. MOV 17
PLEASE CALL ANN 2-16B2 REWAflDil

ALL MAJORS ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND:
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SCOETY IS
PftOUO TO PRESENT MR PETER WElN
FROM LAVENTHOL AND HOFIWATH. A CERTFED PUBUC ACCOUNTING FIRM THEY
OFFER A VARIETY OF SERVICES INCLUDING
ASSISTING ENTREPRENEURIAL CLIENTS
WITH FOREeASTTNG, SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT, AND FEASBsJTY STUDIES DON'T
MISS TUB GREAT OFTORTUhaTY TO LEARN
MORE ABOUT CONSULTING FIRMS THE
MEETMQ WILL B E HELD WEDNESDAY. DEC
3. AT 8:30 M ROOM 112 UFE SCIENCE
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

SERVICES OFFERED

•••PIZZA PARTY"'
FFaOAY. DEC. 8. 8:00 P M -1 00 AM AT
THE NORTHEAST COMMONS SHAKE OFF
THAT ENO-OF-SEMESTER FEEUNO OF IN8AMTYI SPONSORED BY THE GRADUATE
STUDENT SENATE $2 DONATION REQUESTED AT THE DOOR SEE YOU THERE'
LAMBDA DELTA OFFERS 14
Feeowsnee
For me 1988-87 academe year, the National
Cound ol Alpha Lambda Delia wa award
latowahal tor graduate study The amount ol
each tatowahlp <a $3000 Any member ol
Alpha Lambda Dana who hee gredUHed wtm a
cumutenve average ol Alpha Lambda Delta Melon seanderos la eegrble Qraduamg seniors
may apply 1 they have achieved ma average to
tel and of the first semester ol the year AppecanCa wfl be kidged on scholastic record,
racommandabona. Ihe aoundneaa ol their
•Mad protect and purpoae and need Apptca•on btanfce and rlormanon may be obtained
from Alpha Lambda Delta 426 Student Servlcea (2-2151). The appacation mull be com
parted by the eppicarrt and received at the Na
•oriel Haadquanera ol Alpha Lambda Dana
P O Bo> 88. Munae. IN 47305. by Jin. 15,
1*87

ACM COMPUTER MATCH-UP MIXER
December 6th. 6:00 U 8 30 p.m.
Matched with 3 people
Sign up In Math Science BUg , Dae. 2.3

AOonon
Certng and OawManaal
Center lor Choice
Toledo
418-286-7788

ALPHA

An you tooting tor an Irrlemehlp? Internships
are n aMila for ALL MAJORS through me
Washington Center Intemahip Program Spend
a semester or summer in Washington DC .
what racahang M credit and greal tob experience Tsid out more. Thursday. Dec. 4th al
3 00 p m In the State Room. Union

AMY MALLET
A coeege career without receiving a personal
seeme rather mpersonel. BO hare la your vary
own personal personety for you'

Pregnant? Conceme? Free
Pregnancy Test. obiecDvo Information
Hours Monday. Thursday. 10-7
Tuesday. Wednesday. 10-4
Saturday 10-1 Cal Now

ATTENTION MEN OF e>0ONEY:
I'm trying to locate that nice looking young man
who I met at Buttons Nov 20 wearing the groan
and wim striped start. I never did get that How
dance-do I gat a ran cneckTI Laura 2-4821

354-4873

AVOID CHRISTMAS FRAUD
Coma hear
Rtohard Eppataln. Pieeldenl
Batter Business Bureau
Off-Campus Student Center
Mtjnley Hal
Thuraday. Dec 4. 7:00

Al your typing r
Prompt J Professional
Cat! 362-4017
Pregnant? Concerna? Free pregnancy leal, obrecove tntoniteBuii By appointment or wak-rn
Cal now 364-HOPE

BG Staff and Student dktcount program on new
and used cars Cal or see Program Director
Mary Kane at Jm Yark Otda-AMC. 841-7771

PERSONALS

DOES ANYONE KNOW
DAN STEFANONt?
» so. lei ram lo cal meI have las PSYC. notaaXwk-Connll (2-34231

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
NEEDS A NEW LOGO!

ASSOCIATION FOR CAREER WOMEN
Meeting tonight. Dec 2
7:30 pm
100 BA
Speaker Or Dorothy Bering from Home
Economics she wfl be showing the attest

FIND OUT HOW TO SPEND YOUR X-MAS 1*
WISELY. Rtohard Eppataln, President of the
Better Bueneaa Bureau wfl be speaking on how
to avoid fraud, a save ss Thin. Doc 4. 7:00
In the Otl-Cempus Student Cantor, sponsored
by Student Legal Services, and Student Con
sumer Urnon

We're taMta) to
pay 1100 for the
design Please
• ub™It the design
to 324 ln ihe Union
by December 2 al 4:00

GROOVY RECORDS
425 E WOOSTER (BEHIND DAIRY MART)
MON-SAT 11-8

'00N7 FORGET GIFT FOR GIFT EXCHANGE'
■DONT FORGET RAFFLE TICKETS'
BG News meeting lor volunteers--writers and
photographers every Sunday. 8 p.m „ 210
Weal Hal. For further information cal
372-2803
Latino Student Union Msmbsrs -Meeting
tonight at 6 30 p m . 203 Hayes Hal On me
agenda January dance. Chnstmea banquet and

RENT A LOFT FOR SPRING SEMI
Give yourself room to relax'
Free pickup and delivery
optional assembly
For Info, on how to register
cal Loft Construction
352-3131 M-F. 8-g

Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law Fraternity Group
Meeting Tuesday Dec 2.800pm n Ihe Tall
Room Gueat speaker to be announced Mock
trial nlormatton loeowing

Heap Wanted Now faking iippecahOne lor poe.
Bon In ■ Ngh energy area night dub. Friendly
nature and out-going peraonelty a pan. Limited
rxxatttone a 'eashto tor indrvtduen under 21
Flexible schedule for car pooeng apply in person at Henry J'a Fun Drtnkery Glenbyrne
Center, after 6 00 pm daily
HOW TO PREVENT A HEADACHE
Dr. Robert L Huealgg from the Headache
Care Canter at the Toledo Hospital will discuss
ways to rid yourself of those tension bueding
headaches. A tali about headache prevention
Wed. Dec 3 at 12 00 Noon in tha Off-Campus
Student Center sponsored by UAO and Off
Campus Student Organization

-CON0RATULAT10NSSCOTT SINGER

•

CH40Y MILLER
ON YOUR SKJ EP-UAO PINNINGt
"Do you have a white backpack
lor the waddlng?i''

CLASSES FOR THE
1/24/87 EXAM BEGIN
SATURDAY DEC. 20th
CALL 536-3701
3550 SECOR, TOLEDO
Call days eves or weekends'

eKAPLAN

MIKIlr H liPlaH IDUOIIOtm CINTK LTD
DONTCOMPin WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT BF ONI"

•"POlalMTTAr"
The perfect way to brighten up your piece or
snare X-mas cheer with a loved one On sale
now n the MSC or BA Wdgs TWO sues FREE
DELIVERY I Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi
• •Attention AMA Members- •
Don Michael, owner-operator of 11
McOonMd'a. wfl apeak at formal meeting, Dec
2 it 7:30 In McFnl Canter

KAPPA-PI PHI-KAPPA-Pl PHI
Tha Duo • Coming'
The Duo is Coming'
Have you bean liked to "The Date Party" yet?
Only 4 more days until
THE TRADITION BEGINS

ACM COMPUTER MATCH-UP MIXER
December 6th. 5:00 to 8:30 p.m
Matched with 3 people
Sign up in Math Science Bug , Dec 2,3

.Classified information
Mail-in Form

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days in advance by 4 o m

FEMALE I^OOMMATE WANTED
TO SUBLET HOUSE ON WOOSTER ST
CALL 363 0010

My Bag Brother Bigey is greet'
And so are ttte rest of the lambda CMa'
IHow'a that Mem Cochran?) Love. Chnory
Open Doors Key kilo opportunitlee Apply hx
an H A )ob today
Thanks ao much tor the party and the klonap"
ft was gnat. And thanks to each of our secret
pNl for the race surprises It was the beat
Senior party so tar'
Love. Ihe Phi Mu Senior!

FOR SALE

l Roommate spring Semester. May rant
FREEI on Wooater Cal Petty 352-2465
Hetpi I'm graouaangl Need 1 female lo share
furnished 1 bedroom apartment spring
■■master FIRST MONThTS RENT FREEI Cat
Rose 352-6741
l*u*S4s»X>fKeTea FEMALE for Spring SamNice place Cal 384-8602

Phi Mu Me,

One lirnate to attare ipailmom wtai 3 others
spring semester. Caaoe to oampue-E. Marry St.
0I4.Y 81001 mcvieh end electric 363-1830
One mate to aubtesae room in houae near campue. Cat 363-0076 AsktorTodd

Pi Kapp Ron
Here's your paiaonal
I lied a gnat Mia at
Pi Kapp Cafe We be toys
Dottle
PS Here's sdotar

ONE MONTH FREE Haven Houae apartment
One lemele needed to lubteoae tor Spring '68.
Cal 372-6408
ONE S*tC*UNQ ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE WTTM THREE OTHER8 FOR SPRING
SEMESTER (8UBELET) CALL 363-421 7

RWIculoua Reck
S8 00 or lass
Values to S31 95
Jeans N Things. 831 Ridge
Open tonight til 8

Sublet house at SOS Second St . Jen-May. 3
bedrooms. $94 month t utSWea Completely
lurraahod 363-5912 oak lot Lauren, Noose

SKI JACKSON HOLE WITH UAO
JAN.3--1t.S7
TRIP INCLUDES: TRANSPORTATION, AC
COMOOATIONS. PARTIES, CONCERT, LIFT
TICKETS
S2M 11100 DEPOSIT)
ALSO AVAILABLE
80% SRI RENTAL DISCOUNT, 10-,
CLOTHING PURCHASE DISCOUNT AT VIKING SKI SHOP-TOLEDO. SKIN UP IN UAO OFFICE. 3RD FLOOR UNION. SKIN UP IN NOV.
TO BE ELKtaUE TO WIN A OJFT CERTIFICATE FROM SUNDANCE
SPEND CHRISTMAS 884 WISELY
Richard Eppetem. President Better Business
Bureau wfl speak on Christmas fraud and what
to watch cut for Otl-Campue Student Canter
Moaetey Hal
Thurs Dec 4. 7 00
The Brothera ol Sigme Phi Epalkxi would axe to
wish Coach Larrartaga and the 1988 BGSU
Basketbal team the beet ol tuck in their season
Good luck with your 1 St season. Jim
The Office ol Residential Services invites al
qualified people to apply for R A fobs
To: Juee

Transfer student needs female roommate to
share ipailiiiofit spring semester Own room
$135 month Cal 814-488-8873 cosed after
5:00 p.m.
WANTED MALE TO SUBLEASE APT FOR
SPRING SEMESTER ONLY $600 RENT FOR
ENTIRE SEMESTER MORE INFO. 353-1880.

To Marierme
I'm so happy you're my MM!
Cat Gig Love and Mine. Keity
To: "Jungle" Tan. Mr Koof Aid. "Birthday Boy".
Mr. Two-timer, end the "Banana Baby", Looking
forward to the Luaul we love you si, tha gals of
38C
Typing and Word Processing Services and
Resumes Thesis and dissertations AtoZDataacross Irom UfUman'a. 352-5042
Typing- Transcnptxyis Tax Prep first RSV
Reasonable Rates Many Typestytes 10S
OFF with ad Cal 885-2288 7 days per weak.
enyttma.
Whose 40th birthday Is December 77
Watch the personals this week
for further information
Winter Beta Storage

$14 99
Purcets Bike Shop
352-8284

WANTED
1 female roommate to sublease apartment
does to campus. Only $ 1 15 a month and electric. Cat 363-3724 arrvtaTie.
1 female roommate lor Spring Nice apartment
dose to campus, own room. Only $100 a
month 8 gas Call 353-8911, aak tor lOm
1 female to sublease apartment tor Spring
Semester Contact Lays 362-7847
1 Roommate for Spring Semester
138 S Coeege. S112 50 rent (house]
Own room -ctoee to oempue-Cal 353-5710
Deaperalely seeking 2 females to sublease nice
2 bedroom apartment across from Harshman
Quad Al unities nduded. except electric Cal
353-2348
FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPRWG SEMESTER
APARTMENT ON 4TH STREET RENT-$820
A SEMESTER-WILL TAKE S525. CALL
DIANN, LYNN AT 3620783

'71 BUG rum Ml. has me rust. Audlovox
apeafcera. good coeege car $600. Dave.
372-3894
1973 Chevy Nova Rune greet, body good, exceeenl winter traraportaeon $460 cal Pat
353-2706
1977 Olds Omega Good condition and runs
wal $400 or bast offer Cat 364-5208
CAR CASSETTE DECK. HY-RANQE CB,
POWER BOOSTER BEST OFFER, 364-1392.
Complete ana of Nutrition. Diet and Personal
Care products Independent dkBtrtxAor of Cerraan America. Inc For tree rakslonus send
name and address to 1830 Juniper Dr.. Apt
101. Bowing Green. OH 43402
For sale A beeukhj nauilinen! of plants for
every office environment Hanging, floor ft table
varietJee tor artificial Ighting to tul sun We
deever (university and budget coat only | Please
cal Jan 372-7649 or Grounds Depl.
372-7650 Randy
In dash car stereo Fid tsu Ten. auto reverse.
dotry system, eteclioiik. tuner (Free nolle
fleer). $125 Cal 364-6103.
ta ft True You Can Buy Jeapa for $44 through
the U S govemmenr? Gal the facts today' Cal
I 312-742 1142 Ext 1794
Poineettaa tor sale. Order now lor
seeeon Red. pink, white and marbled
have your order In before Dec.7. Cal
Greenhouse 372-7649-Jen or Grounds
372-7860-Randy

Xmes
Must
now
Dept.

United Atrtne ticket Detroit to Denver Leaves
12-20 returns 1-10 $270 price neao. cal
352-1980

HELP WANTED
Cook wanted for fraternity Sand appscabon letter with references to Phi Gamma Delta. Bowl
no Green. OH 43403 Aim Steward.
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY?
Are you • loving, nurturing person who enpys
spending time with chedren? Live in lovely.
suburban naighborhooda. enjoy excellent
setertee. benefits, your own Rvtrig quarters and
Irraed working hours Your round-trip tranaportation la provided One year commitment
necaaaary Cat or write: Mrs Fisch, Cffldcare
Placemen! Service. Inc. (CCPS). 149
Bucltrnlneiar Rd . BroceJne. MA 02146 (617)
686-8294
Gymnastics Instruction -partttme looking for enthuaaistk: and dependable person to teach preschool A bag ctaaaes Cal Sunrise GymnaabCa
Acad 841-2902

I'm so happy you're my stile'
Cat Gig Love and Mine. Dar

HOW TO PREVENT A HEADACHE
Dr. Robert L Hazetrtog from the Headache
Care Center at the Toledo Hospital wfl discuss
ways to rid yourself of those tension building
heartaches, and tak about headache prevention Wad, Dec 3 at 12 00 Noon in the OffCampus Student Center Sponsored by UAO
and the Off-Campus Student Organization
HOW TO PREVENT A HEADACHE
Dr. Robert L Hazemgg Irom the Headache
Care Canter at the Toledo Hospital wfl discuss
ways to rid yourself of those tension busting
headaches, and talk about headache prevention Wed . Dae 3 it 12 00 Noon In Ihe OffCampus Student Center Sponsored by UAO
and the Ofl-Capmua Student Organization

•Phi Mu Panoake Breaklasf
Sunday. December 7-10.30-2.30
SI Thomas Moore Church Cafeteria
For ticket Information cal 372-2760
Help us to support Protect HOPE
•PN Mu Panoake Breetrteet-

LEKsH SPAETH
Thunder eats puppy chow
Thunder pukee puppy chow
Thunder
and rJM
Too bad you passed out'

Help Wanted
Competent, efficient typist needed Must be e
se4motfve«ed noWiOuel requtnng Ittte supervision. 70 words par minute required, memorywriter experience preferred. Apply at KINKO S
COPES. 113 Ree-oad St

FOR RENT
1 mete needed to utiloaaa room in houae tor
Spring semester Cal Dave at 362-1649 between 8 end 9 p.m.
1 MALE NEEDED TO SUBLET APARTMENT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS (BEHIND DEXTER'SI
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 352-2814
APT. FOR RENT-SPRING SEMESTER
Spacious. 2-bedroom. 2-bath, furnished apartment Appasnces. cede TV Free Heath very
dean, excilant management. Pleese cal
353-0733
rialtahU
lately. Roommate needed lo
a house with two gkla $580 per semester
on E Woostar-very dose to campus. Cal
353-3828
FINALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
8lflaH»ft8F UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APT. FOR
SPtwNQ SEMESTER. CALL KATHI 9844601
OR LEAVE NAME AND NUMBER IN OCMB
8228
Houses and apartments dose to campus lor
Summer Semester 1967 and 1987-88 school
year 1-267-3341

Help Wanted
Key Operator Counterperson
Bright, self-starters wanted for tuH and part-time
temporary help Irom January 2nd--January
31st Mey develop into permanent position Apply Delore Dec 10th at KINKO S COPIES. 113
Raa-oad

Large 1 bedroom furnished apartment Utattee
Induced Close to campus ft downtown-available now
352-8382; 352-5389.
869-3255 evenings.

Make hundreds weekly maang circulars' No
quotes' Limits! Rush self addressed stamped
envelope AM MAR 266 Robertson. Dept P4.
Beverly Has. CA 90211

Quiet room In private home $900 for spring
semester Includes utattes. basic phone, kitchen prtitsoaa 372-8625 days or 362-4836
everxnga

Need female to share house Need male to
share apartment. Four month lease lor 2nd
semester Col 352-7365

NANNIES
New Jersey and New York ferrates are leaking
Irve-n care tor that children Salary $150-week
and up. room, board, end atrtaro provided, no
lee Openings SMlaahlw for persona with
creative chid care skfls Contact CMd Care
neaouroea (609) 883-9595 Monday-Friday.
10 a.m.-8 p.m.
NANNIES NEEDED
If you enjoy chedren and want to relocate to exerting NY or Conn we have many wonderful
carefuty screened fatnexii from which to
choose Good eatery, tree room ft board, travel
expenses paid. Stary anytime 9-12 monthe
stay No lees. Cal our fcenaed agency for
more tntorrrxattun and appacation.
NANNY CARE, INC
203-327-9033
Set lor Avon Crvletmee Earn 35-50% $5 00
tee. Cal 362-8408
WANTED STUDENT SPRING BREAK REPS
FOR COLLEGIATE TOUR AND TRAVEL
EARN CCllwPlavlENTARY TRIPS
AND CASH
FOR INFORMATION CALL
(812)780-9324
OR WRfTE 9434 NAPLES NE
|J»NNEAPOLIS. MN 55434
ATTN: JOHN

CO-OP CORNER
FINANCE MAJORS. A Toledo company needs ij
Juniors or Seniors lor Spring Semeeter with at
least 3 0 GPA Pays over $1.000-month EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY" Cal Diane at i
372-2461 or slop by the Co-op Office, 238 |
Adminiatration
ACCOUNTING MAJORS Toledo company
needs Juniors or Seniors lor Spring Semester
with at least 3.0 GPA Pays over $1,000month. Do not hat thta one get by you" Cal
Carol at 372-2462 or stop by the Co-op Office.
238 Adminiatration
STUDENTS MTERESTED IN SALES Local
company needs Seles or IPCO meiors who are
late Juniors or early Seniors lor Spring
Semester Pays $6.00-hour pkis mesage ExClient chance to obtsm experience' Cal Carol
at 372-2452 or stop by the Coop Office. 238

MIS-COMPUTER SCIENCE rnskx with Data
Baas H and Lotus Micro computer knowledge e
must. Wfl assist system analyst in Production
Systems Control Area Great pay - exceeant
company - grand experience for Spring
Semester - a bright future! CH Card it
372-2452 or stop by Ihe Co-op Office. 238
AdrrxrxetraBon

i The BG News a not responsible tor postal service delays)

RATES: per ad are 65' per Ime. $1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad for bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per Ime
PREPAYMENT is required for al non-university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News wtl not be responsible for error due to ittegtoaty or incomplete tnfwmabon Please coma to 214
West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad The BG News w* not be responsible for typographical
errors m classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising in The News The
decision on whether to release this information she* be made by me management of The BO News The
purpose ol this pokey is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations
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CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

ASSISTANT EDITORS f

Classifieds

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

in

THE BG NEWS

GoW R.morch Company, a mofor
publisKvr of referenc* book, for

i

$>

levtl posttions ihot offer ooVonct
men! opporlunikts. Our btntfit
package include. Rti-blt working

(Last Fall Semester Edition)
Priced at our regular rates

•I* per line
(3 line minimum charge)

Campus I CMy Events*
Lost It Found
Rldas
Services Offered
Personals

_
_
_
_

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

* Pages highlighted in Red & Green
at no extra charge it

'Campus/City Event ida are published tree of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only
Dates of insertion

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West HaHBGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BO News)
Phone 372-2601

Total number of days to appear

boob. Bocfwlor-s d^iw in EngksK
Lonotjog* or Humonities is highly
prefen-to* coJUg* count wonV and
iniejrt.t in littroturt of many periods is required. These or* tntry

Friday, December 12th
Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:

libraries worldwide, ii staking
cond*dot»s (w tddonol positions to
do ntseorch and writing for our

hours, mtoWoi dtniol. opfccol and
prescription drug insurance; tu*on
assistance; and potd Hmt off be

(i

twten Chnstmo, and New Year's
It interested, pitost send resume.
college transcript [if ovailoblt)
along with o typewriter* rwnrtturnobit expository writing sample of a
literary nature (no -ournoksm orticles, poetry or eSort stories) with
soiory ftqui'tmtrit, to

ADVERTISING DEADLINE
l

W4»d., B#t. 10, 4 B.Hi.

I

114 wni Nail
All orders must b» placed In
person or via classified mail-In form

Edrtoriol Po**om
Coltgi Recruiter
G.M£ RESEARCH CO.
Penobscot Bu4oV»g
Detroit. Ml 48226

